Recruitment Playbook

Introduction
One

of

the

keys

to

running

a

successful

business is having the right person, in the right
job at the right time.

But landing great people is easier said than
done,

especially

against

big

when

competitors

you’re
with

competing

deep

pockets

and a plethora of dedicated recruiters.

Right now, the reality for many businesses is
that quality candidates, or just any candidates
for that matter, are hard to come by.

Whether that be because of a skills shortage,
geographical location, that the vocation lacks
a bit of "cool factor", ineffective recruitment
practices

or

the

reputation

of

the

employer;

businesses approaching their talent acquisition
efforts
place

without
is

an

having

some

inefficient

use

sort
of

of

plan

in

financial

&

people resources

To drive your company’s growth & success, you
need a plan that gives you a shot at bringing
in the top talent.

In fact, the top 10% of candidates have often
landed their next role after searching for just
10

days,

while

the

average

time

to

hire

for

find

a

most companies is around 29 days!

In

the

following

pages,

you’ll

Recruitment Playbook full of tips and tools that
will help you recruit with the big guys & level
the playing field

70% of Millennials use Social Media as their
primary job search tool
Use social media to craft a brand
Your socials shouldn't just been seen as a "sales" tool. Utilise it to communicate your voice and values to your
audience.

Find out who your target demographic are and hang out there - is it Linkedin? Instagram? Facebook?

Potential clients aren't the only people doing Google searches on you, prospective employees can be craftier
than even the best Facebook stalkers. Dull, boring or a non existent digital presence can turn younger job
seekers off (IE: < 35 years) because you are an unknown entity

Social media recruiting involves more than just sharing job openings.

It’s a tool to help build both your personal

and company brand.

But what should you share beyond job posts? Good content isn’t complicated, and on social media it can be
refreshingly brief.

The quick & dirty
39% of hires branded

Companies that have a

Teens to mid - 20s shun

a “fun, engaging

strong employer brand

Facebook

company culture” as the

see up to 50% less cost

(keep this in mind when

most attractive quality

per hire and a 28%

looking for Trainees &

of a business.

reduction in turnover

Apprentices)

Plan your recruitment
Before you get started have a think about how this
position fits within the organisation. If you don't have
a workplace plan in place to guide you, refer back
to your businesses strategic or business plan - how
does this position sit within the scope of these
documents?
What does the ideal employee look like? What skills
will they need? What are your values? Do you have a
clear idea of WHO you are looking for?
Can the position be filled by an Apprentice or
All important real

Trainee? After all one of the best ways to address a

estate used talking
about the company

skills shortage is to build your own workforce.

instead of the role

Have you researched market salaries? Does the
budget exist to be competitive with what you pay?

Define the Role
Have you thought about the span of hours that
would best suit your operational requirements?
Do you need someone full time, part time or casual?
Have you written a job description so that the new
Logo - Let them

employee clearly understands your expectations?

know who they are
applying to

How does your desired skill set fit within the scope

Make good use of

of your budgeted salary? Is the salary too low or too

the characters
allowable in the

high for the role criteria?

position title

Write your job advertisement and plan your strategy
to ensure your reach your target demographic

Writing your ad
Take the job seeker
on a journey - who

Most humans are inherently lazy, if your content

is your ideal
candidate?, what

doesn't grab their attention straight away they'll

are your values?
what will you offer

navigate away

in return

There's a term known as "above the fold". In the print
media the top stories are given prime position above
the fold, second best is below the fold.
When a newspaper is folded over in the newspaper
stand the publisher needs the content to grab a

Structuring your ad

potential readers attention to make the sale. Your
seek & social media advertising templates need to
reflect this thinking, why?

Well, because 45% of job

seekers search on a mobile device, and you don't
want to waste the most valuable real estate of your
ad talking about everything else but the position on
offer.

Attracting top quality candidates can be hard work
generally, nevermind competing against FIFO, citycentric lifestyle desires and against big corporations
The best way to hook someone in is to create an
emotional connection with them.
Paint a picture of the role using emotive language,
now is not the time for 5 word sentences in bullet
points.

Paint a picture of your ideal employee - this is
where knowing your company values comes in.
Nows the time to sell your employee benefits &
company.

Pro Tips

Finally, is the reality of sourcing a candidate based
in Kalgoorlie already pretty remote? Well then take
this opportunity to sell living in Kalgoorlie.

Tell a "Job Story" to help candidates understand why
yours is the perfect job for them. Doing so can help

Brand + Values = Workplace Culture

you attract passive candidates and identify your
perfect candidate
Get your language right - speak in the voice of your
brand
What's in it for me? Emphasise WHO you are & WHAT

Throughout the recruitment process your focus should be

they will be doing more than what they NEED to

on finding a candidate who's values & behaviours align

excel at the job

with yours

Don't specify "must have XX years experience." I've
met some pretty talented candidates with only a

Hire for behaviours & values, train for skill - recruitment

couple of years experience and some pretty

that focuses solely on skill will undoubtedly result in poor

talentless ones with a decade of experience

team fit, or worse, disfunctional team environments.

Don't get too caught up on the nitty gritty's of the

Even if the candidate who will fit best has less

job, especially if it's a common vocation. There are

experience, you are much better off investing in extra

exceptions to this rule though; if the job requires a

training than to appoint someone who just isn't going to

very specific skill set or it's not negotiable that they

make it

possess particular experience

Employees that fit in well with the culture and share a
strong belief in the values will most likely excel within
your organisation. Employees who fit well with their
organisation, coworkers, and supervisor have greater job
satisfaction, are more likely to remain with their
organisation, and show superior job performance

Identify what sets you apart from the competition
and shout it from the rooftops.

This is not a piece

of marketing spin; this is your elevator pitch to
potential employees.
What are you going to do for me that I can't get
from every generic employer in the industry?
Just

as

an

organisation

has

a

brand

for

the

external market, there needs to be an employer
brand

that

employee

"One way to attract great
candidates is to write digital
content designed to appeal to the
caliber of people you’re looking to
hire. By “caliber” we don’t mean
the right kind of skills and
experience, but the right attitude
and values – people who’d be a
great addition for your team."

can

effectively

experience,

communicate

this

is

your

the

value

proposition. When you can define your purpose,
values & point of difference for candidates they
will be motivated to apply.
Employers unable, or, unwilling to do this will need
to be prepared to pay a premium with benefits,
wages or other perks.
An

environment

wages

and

of

skills

turnover,

shortage

can

employers

drive
need

up
to

understand that candidates are consumers too; in
order

to

attract

and

engage

the

best

and

brightest, they need to offer something tangible
and appealing.

Interviewing

Don't ghost your candidates!!!!

Determine who you will be interviewing with, at a

Want to know the best way to get a bad rep when it

minimum the hiring manager should be present and

comes to recruitment? Not giving feedback.

have a level of ownership over the make-up of their

Rule of thumb - no interview = email; interview = a

team

call

Book your interviews in allowing some flexibility for

Don't leave candidates hanging

attendees
Write your interview questions
Values Based Recruitment is an approach to

Has the recruitment been delayed due to leave -

attracting and selecting employees whose attitudes,

well

values and behaviours align with those of the

wondering if they were just unsuccessful or not, it

organisation and the requirements of the role.

leaves a bad taste in their mouth and they may be

The best results will be gained from interview

reluctant to continue on with the process

questions that require the candidate to provide a

Check the inbox that your applications go to daily

real life example of their experience - thus allowing

and flag applicants that look promising and those

you to assess if their behaviours and values match

that in no way fit the brief.

that of the organisation

Send a courtesy email to the "no's" and file them

Discuss & rate each candidate at the completion of

away into an email folder so you don't double up &

each interview, selecting a preferred candidate

get the "yes's" in for an interview.

let

your

candidates

know.

Don't

leave

them

Unless you are a government department that has
strict

Do your due diligence

recruitment

guidelines

there

is

nothing

that

says you have to post an end date & not shortlist
until then.
In

a

competitive

employment

environment

those

Ref checks, sight trade papers & qualifications and

that move quickly have the most success in securing

get police & medical checks.

their preferred candidates

Don't expose yourself to risk for the sake of saving a

Understand

few hours of work

organisation’s

the

candidate

reputation

experience.

permeates

candidate

decisions.

The quick & dirty
Unstructured interviews only
provide a 14% chance of

85% of employers have

predicting candidate

caught a lie on a resume

success

85%of job seekers
65% of candidates say a

surveyed cite consistent

bad interview experience

communication as the

makes them lose interest in

top driver of satisfaction

the job

with the recruitment
experience

Giving feedback to
unsuccessful candidates
makes them 4x more
likely to consider a future
opportunity

Your

Impacted by the Skills Shortage?
Identify transferable skills and ensure your recruiters know what to look for. Would you prefer to wait 6 months
looking for a HD Fitter with CAT experience or go out to farming communities to entice a Fitter with harvester
experience and train them up on your machinery?
Create a talent pipeline. Succession Planning is about identifying positions critical to your organisation and
ensuring you have a plan in place should the current employee depart. Is there someone internal you should start
developing now?
If you can't find it, create it. Struggle to find tradespersons or skilled operators? Train your own! There is nothing
quite like seeing your business thrive and succeed because of the hard work of employees you've nurtued and
developed
Apprentices & trainees should be seen by business as a way to bring fresh new talent into the business, to
support their succession planning and growth aspirations and to minimise any negative impacts from current or
future skills shortages.

Indigenous Employment Initiatives
An Aboriginal Workforce Strategy should offer a range of vocational and training opportunities such as jobbased learning, traineeships or apprenticeships, cadetships, graduate placements and scholarships for new or
existing university students.
The framework should recognise the importance of the employment strategy as the key to providing a long term
economic starting base for local Aboriginal people, in a workplace where they will feel respected, valued,
culturally safe and get to share in the same opportunities for career development as the wider workforce.

If you can't find it, create it

Sell yourself, sell residential living
Why would someone choose you over the competition?

What makes you as an employer unique in the market?

Can prospective employees easily find out why working for you is worth their labour?

You market your services to

customers so why wouldn’t you have a specific strategy in place to market yourself to prospective employees?

Something modern, cool & authentic. Something that leaves the PR heavy pitch behind and draws job seekers in to
create a sense of excitement and FOMO about working for you.

Combine this with a guide on Living in Kalgoorlie-Boulder, well......

But how do you sell residential living in the age of

FIFO

It’s a great community, when you open your eyes and heart to what’s on offer we really deliver.

The

opportunity

to

accelerate

your

career

is

second

to

none

-

particularly

as

a

professional.

No

head

office

environment with only a snippet of exposure to your degree here, you do it all, you learn quick - it’s a solid foundation.

But we just don’t seem to sell it well. I’m no PR specialist, but I’ve interviewed thousands of prospective employees and
I know what goes into that final decision to take the job and relocate to Kalgoorlie.

It's the community & lifestyle.
Because packing up your life and relocating is an emotional decision. 1000 vacant jobs - great; but what is it actually
like to live there? This is what we need to sell.

To get people to relocate here the connection needs to be an emotional one - hit them right in the feels. We need to
present to them a picture of a life they could imagine living.

Will I make friends? what are the schooling options? can I get a good coffee? what is there to do on the weekend?

One thing I think we can all agree on is it is a lot more sustainable for our businesses & community if people who work
here; live here, and, we need to bring residents back to the town. We need to grow the population to ensure essential
services, a healthy retail environment and the type robust economic & community environment that encourages
continued population growth.

Onboarding
The first 45 days on the job are critical. If it doesn’t
feel like a good fit right away, many employees
won’t stick around to find out if it’s going to get
better.
Employees

should

feel

like

they

know

how

to

successfully do their job and navigate the company
culture. That involves developing and implementing
a

comprehensive

onboarding

process

that

sets

them up for success.
Onboarding requires a plan for before, during, and
after

a

new

hire’s

first

day.

Here

are

the

key

takeaways from each stage:
Day 0: Prepare a work space, communicate
with the team and the hire, and schedule their
first week
Day 1: Introduce your new hire to the team and
make

the

new

hire

feel

welcome

and

appreciated
Day 2: Get your new hire up to speed on dayto-day work life, and schedule trainings
Day

7:

Give

a

first

assignment

and

set

expectations for the weeks ahead
Day 45: Encourage success and foster growth
by giving regular feedback, and setting clear
expectations and goals

If it doesn't feel like a good fit right away, many
employees won't stick around to find out
The quick & dirty
Employees that go through

In the first week at a new

New hires learn best by

a structured onboarding

job, employees want to

doing. 75% Retained

program are 69% more likely

learn how to start

from on the job

to stay for 3 or more years

contributing meaningful

experience; 50%

work

retained from discussion

FIND US AT
www.thepeopleandcultureoffice.com
@thepeopleandcultureoffice

@thepeopleandcultureoffice

